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PREFACE 
 
The National Science Foundation (NSF), created over 50 years ago, is the premier Federal 
agency supporting basic research at the frontiers of discovery across all fields of science and 
engineering as well as science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education at all levels. 
As envisioned in our Strategic Plan, NSF strives to sustain excellence in the science and 
engineering research and education enterprise and to support research with the transformative 
potential to produce new discoveries, fuel innovation, stimulate the economy, and improve our 
quality of life. To do this, we must nurture and engage the innovative scientists, engineers and 
students who are achieving these goals and stimulate broader, continuing participation in this 
enterprise throughout the nation.   
 
A substantial decline in NSF’s proposal funding rate between FY 2000 and FY 2004 raised 
concerns about the potential impacts on the nation’s science and engineering capacity. The 
potential effects on early career researchers and on the nature of the research that is proposed and 
funded were of particular concern.  To enable the development of evidence-based policy to 
address these concerns, NSF charged the Impact of Proposal and Award Management 
Mechanisms (IPAMM) working group to perform a detailed study of the trends, impacts, and 
causal factors associated with the recent declines in proposal funding rates and the simultaneous 
growth in proposal submission rates.   
 
The IPAMM results reflect a careful and thoughtful analysis of a wide variety of interrelated 
issues and concerns.  Although the data show that the system is under stress, they also reveal that 
the NSF program staff and our proposer and reviewer communities are dedicated to maintaining 
excellence in the nation’s scientific and engineering enterprise.  Additionally, NSF program 
officers have demonstrated their commitment to broadening participation, ensuring that 
beginning investigators, underrepresented groups, and smaller institutions are not 
disproportionately affected by the reduction of NSF’s funding rate. 
 
The data and recommendations contained in this report will be invaluable as the Foundation 
seeks optimal management mechanisms to maintain the excellence of our merit review process 
and ensure a vibrant science and engineering enterprise, both now and into the future.  NSF will 
carefully consider these findings and options as we revise existing and develop new funding 
opportunities.  

 
 
 

 
Arden L. Bement, Jr.                                   Kathie L. Olsen
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The competition for National Science Foundation (NSF) funds has always been intense, but it 
has grown more so in recent years. From Fiscal Year (FY) 2000 to FY 2006, NSF’s overall 
funding rate for research proposals decreased from 30% to 21%. During this period, research 
proposal actions (awards and declinations) increased by 47%, from 21,442 to 31,518.  Members 
of the research and education community have expressed concern that the funding rate and 
proposal action trends may be negatively impacting the academic research infrastructure, 
resulting in increased workload and diminished science and engineering capacity.  Responding to 
these concerns, in March 2006 NSF established the Impact of Proposal and Award Management 
Mechanisms Working Group (IPAMM) to: “recommend policies and preferred practices to 
improve NSF’s program announcement and solicitation processes in ways that achieve 
appropriate balances between proposal funding rates, award sizes and award durations….” 
 
In conducting its study, IPAMM analyzed quantitative data from internal NSF databases and 
attitudinal data collected through a survey of all NSF principal investigators (PIs) who submitted 
research proposals during the last three fiscal years. The survey focused on PI perceptions about 
the proposal review process, factors that influence decisions to submit proposals, reviewer 
workload, and funding rates with NSF and other organizations. 
 
IPAMM found that many factors influence proposal submissions and proposal funding rates. 
Casual consideration of the trend may give the impression that the funding rate problem is the 
direct and simple result of budget issues, but careful analysis of the data failed to identify any 
single factor as being the primary contributor.  When IPAMM examined all of the data, 
including results from the survey and case studies, trends and patterns emerged that helped 
formulate its findings. 
 
Findings: 
• NSF proposal funding rates declined due to a surge in proposal submissions at the same time 

NSF was making a concerted effort to increase the average award size.  Increases in the 
overall NSF budget were absorbed by the growth in the average award size, such that the 
annual number of awards made stayed relatively constant.  As a result, funding rates dropped 
significantly between FY 2000 and FY 2004, leveling off in FY 2005 and FY 2006. 

 
• The increase in proposal submissions can be attributed both to an increased applicant pool 

and to an increased number of proposals per applicant.  The expansion of the applicant pool 
is due in part to an increased size and capacity of the research community, loss of funding 
from other sources, and the increased use by NSF of targeted solicitations in new areas. The 
growth in the intellectual capital of the country is a positive outcome of Federal investments 
in building the nation’s capacity, which will need to be incorporated into planning by all 
funding agencies, including NSF.  External institutional pressures, combined with the 
decreased funding rate, contributed to the growth in the number of proposals submitted per 
proposer. 
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• There is evidence that NSF’s peer review system is overstressed. Reviewer workloads have 
increased, and feedback received through the NSF Proposer Survey indicated that the 
reviews submitted by overworked reviewers may be diminishing in quality. 

 
• The overall decrease in funding rate has affected the entire NSF proposer community, but 

does not appear to have had a disproportionate effect on women, minorities, beginning PIs, 
or PIs at particular types of institutions.  

 
• A major impact of the reduced funding rates and increased proposal submission rates has 

been the increased work for all involved – the PI community, the reviewer community, and 
the NSF staff.  More time is being spent on efforts associated with obtaining funds, which 
detracts from the nation’s scientific and engineering enterprise. Although the increased 
workload has not yet reduced NSF’s timeliness in processing proposals, various units across 
NSF employed one or more strategies to alleviate the pressure on the PI and reviewer 
communities, either by limiting proposal submissions or by increasing the available pool of 
resources for particular competitions.   

 
• NSF and the community it serves appear to be coping, despite the increasing workload. The 

quality of proposals submitted and awarded has not declined due to increased competition or 
lowered funding rates, though there is evidence that more high quality proposals are being 
declined.  Although it was not possible to quantify, NSF is taking steps to ensure that 
decreased funding rates do not discourage PIs from submitting proposals with risky, 
potentially breakthrough ideas.  

 
Recommendations: 
The results of this study do not support a single best or preferred approach to managing proposal 
submissions and funding rates, or in establishing an appropriate balance between funding rate 
and award size.  Rather, there are a variety of options, all of which balance trade-offs between 
keeping the proposal workload to a manageable and productive level (for both NSF and the 
community) and encouraging the free flow of ideas to NSF.  The challenge facing NSF and the 
community is to find the right level of competition, i.e., one that hones the quality of the 
proposals and results in funding excellent research with the minimum amount of time spent in 
the propose-review-decline-resubmit cycle.   
 
IPAMM believes that this can best be accomplished by giving the directorates and research 
offices the responsibility and flexibility to meet this challenge, and by focusing on maintaining 
both enabling award sizes and funding rates that respond to the priorities and needs of the 
different communities that each unit serves.  Further, NSF management should view the proposal 
and award management process as a total system.  Manipulating any one component of this 
system is very likely to affect other parts of the system in ways that may not be obvious, thus 
care should be taken to consider possible unintended consequences when making changes.  
Because of the complex nature of the interactions between internal and external factors, the 
following recommendations focus on the development of strategies that are appropriate within 
the context of the directorate/office, and that balance long-term planning with the ability to 
respond to changing needs. 
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1. NSF should require that each of the directorates and research offices develop an overarching 
framework that accounts for and balances all of their research-related activities to help guide 
strategic planning when determining the appropriate balance between funding rates and 
award size for particular solicitations or more broadly across the unit.  The framework should 
incorporate flexible management approaches that enable the directorates/offices to track and 
respond to developments that are most relevant to their communities, including the growth of 
collaborative interdisciplinary research activities.   

 
2. Research investments build communities and infrastructure (including both physical 

infrastructure and human resources) that have real needs that persist after the funding 
opportunity ends.  Long-term planning for accommodating this growth must go beyond 
expecting the newly developed community to be absorbed later by the core programs.  
Program solicitations that are intended to develop targeted research areas should be focused 
as much as possible to help the community develop relevant proposals and avoid the 
unproductive preparation of proposals that have a low likelihood of funding.   

 
3. The practice of limiting the number of proposals that a PI or institution can submit is 

appropriate in some situations.  Because this practice is perceived to have negative impacts 
on the community, its use should be carefully considered in the context of the trade-offs, 
impacts, and any special circumstances. 

 
4. Careful consideration should be given to the short-term use of various management practices 

to increase the number of awards (including changing the balance of standard and continuing 
awards, or using funding from multiple years) to ensure that the decline in funding rates does 
not trap PIs and reviewers in an unproductive spiral of revising, resubmitting, and re-
reviewing proposals that were highly rated but could not be funded due to limited resources.    

 
5. NSF management should inform the appropriate internal and external communities when 

implementing new proposal management practices and should monitor their concerns during 
implementation.  Changes to these practices should incorporate annual evaluations of 
proposal data and feedback from the research community.   

 
6. To ensure that the community has access to specific and accurate statistical data on funding 

rates, NSF should evaluate the Budget Internet Information System (BIIS, NSF’s public 
portal to award information) to determine if it is readily available to the community and 
responsive to their needs, and make appropriate changes if necessary to accomplish those 
goals.    

 
7. The changing nature of the science and engineering enterprise and the increasing burden on 

the review system warrant continued attention.  It is recommended that the trends analyses 
reported here be updated annually for internal NSF review, and included in the annual Report 
on the NSF Merit Review Process to the National Science Board.  It is further recommended 
that NSF senior management periodically reassess the impact of the practices and policies 
employed by the directorates and research offices, to ensure that NSF maintains its capacity 
to fulfill its vision of sustaining excellence in the science and engineering research enterprise.  
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